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Introduction: Pricing Volatility and Airline Yield Management 

The mechanisms behind Airline Yield Management for business travel, also known as Revenue Management or 
Dynamic Pricing, are not especially transparent to corporate buyers. There are a number of common beliefs about 
the pricing strategies and patterns behind airfare volatility: Prices rise initially, fall as departure approaches, 
change when seats are sold, fluctuate with correlated substitutes of days and locations, and so on.  

Most airline pricing strategies reflect a complex mix of cost-based pricing, demand-based pricing and service-
based pricing. There may also be some level of intentional randomness to keep competitors, and perhaps buyers, 
guessing. This white paper is intended to provide actionable insights into airline pricing that will help corporate 
travel managers better control their T&E budgets, and help travel management companies provide enhanced 
client services.   

 

Methodology and Data  

For readers who may be unfamiliar with Yapta, the company’s FareIQ Intelligent Price TrackingTM technology 
dynamically monitors ticketed airfares for price drops, sending instant “alerts” when savings on identical 
itineraries are significant enough to reticket (defined as savings available after accounting for airline change fees 
and travel management company/agent rebooking fees, plus a configurable threshold set by the corporation). 
Price tracking begins at the time of ticketing and continues up to the day of departure.  

Across its customer base, FareIQ’s patent-pending technology enables considerable savings for corporations, 
including: 

 Savings opportunities are available on 11.2% of all itineraries tracked. 

 The average dollar value savings is $260 per ticket, even after accounting for airline change fees and 
TMC/agent rebooking fees. 

 Customers recognize an average savings per ticket of 14.4% compared to the original ticket price. 

Based on FareIQ’s overall performance, the company decided to take a closer look at the data. This benchmark 
study is based on corporate airfare prices tracked by FareIQ from July through December 2013. The resulting 
data on price-drop alerts used in this analysis reflect dynamic itinerary tracking for the business travel of 34 large 
and midsized corporations, including both domestic and international travel, purchased in the United States. The 
following analysis and data insight is based on savings alert activity, which provides a corollary to airline pricing 
volatility as “alerts” are only sent when airfare prices drop. 
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Day of Week   

 

The most frequent airfare price drops occurred early in the week, specifically on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. This 
finding mirrors the commonly cited observation that airline sales are generally launched late on Mondays, with 
other airlines following suit to stay competitive, resulting in the greatest prevalence of sale prices available on 
Tuesdays.  

The low rate of Saturday price drops is somewhat of an anomaly. A review of the dates when the tickets were 
actually booked shows heaviest activity on Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays. With the majority of price drops 
occurring within the 24-hour void window as discussed above, one would expect substantial price-drop activity 
on Saturday as well. Some travel experts note that leisure travel purchases tend to increase on the weekend and 
airlines don’t manage their inventory as often during that time, which would help account for the lower weekend 
price-drop percentages.  

Figure 1 
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Inside and Outside Business Hours 

 

Our analysis found that 54% of price drops occur outside 
the corporate traveler’s standard business hours, while 
46% occur within business hours. This is somewhat 
surprising, as traditional thinking would predict that an 
even greater proportion of price drops would occur 
outside business hours because of the perception that 
airlines load fare changes in the middle of the night. That 
said, with 54% of alerts occurring outside a customer’s 
localized business hours, this could lead corporations to 
evaluate and enlist 24-hour agent support to capture 
these savings opportunities.  

 

Figure 2 

 
 

Inside and Outside Void Windows 

	   Measuring in dollars, our analysis found a classic 60/40 
split: 60% of total savings opportunities occurred inside 
the true void window (defined as the time period from 
booking until 11:59 p.m. the following business day), 
during which reticketing could be made without penalties, 
and 40% were outside the void window.  

Measuring in number of tickets, we found that 78% of 
tickets with savings opportunities were inside the void 
window, and 22% were outside the void window. 

Figure 3 
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Ticket Class of Service 

 

Yapta’s analysis also looked to determine what percentage of 
savings alerts were for tickets in the same fare class, and 
what percentage were for tickets in a different fare class that 
became available. (It’s important to note that all price 
tracking is completed for fare classes within the same cabin, 
so there is no change to the traveler’s experience.) The data 
revealed that 68% of price-drop alerts were for tickets in 
different fare classes, and 32% were for the same fare 
classes.  

This finding corresponds with the logical assumption that 
airlines can easily add seats to cheaper fare levels when 
sales are lagging, and pull those seats out of the lower price 
levels if sales begin to increase. 

Figure 4 

 
 

Penalty vs. Non-Penalty 

 
 
 

	  

In evaluating the representative status of the tickets in the 
data set, it was discovered that 82% were penalty tickets 
and 18% were non-penalty tickets.  

For penalty tickets, 87% of savings alerts were sent during 
the true void window, while a significant portion (13%) were 
sent outside it. This is counter to some industry thinking that 
deems there is no value in tracking airfare pricing outside the 
void window. Even with penalty tickets, the savings were 
significant enough to cover the change fee and any 
rebooking fees 13% of the time. 

For non-penalty tickets, 40% of savings alerts were sent 
inside the void window, while 60% were sent outside the 
void window. This is a logical finding, as non-penalty tickets 
tend to be higher priced, allowing for greater pricing 
variability up through departure. Additionally, without a 
penalty fee (which the savings must exceed), the opportunity 
to capture incremental savings increases for the corporation.	  

Figure 5 
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Negotiated and Public Fares 

 

 
Figure 6 

The analysis compared negotiated fares against public-rate 
tickets and found that 73% of savings alerts were for 
negotiated-fare bookings. The average net identified 
savings (defined as savings available less airline change 
fees and associated travel management company 
rebooking fees) was $204 on negotiated-rate fares and 
$291 on public fares. Measuring the lower fares alerted by 
FareIQ as a proportion of the dollar value of the original 
fares, the average net identified savings opportunities were 
14%.  

The common assumption that corporations with negotiated 
fares get the best pricing and will not experience pricing 
volatility appears to be flawed. While the data set of the 
corporations included in this analysis consists largely of 
negotiated fares, the high incidence of alerts on such fares 
leads to the logical conclusion that corporations are leaving 
money on the table. 

 

 
 
Tickets Over and Under $500 
 

 
 

Figure 7 

The analysis also looked at savings opportunities on tickets 
based on initial price. Tickets over $500 represented 68% 
of the “alert” data set. Tickets under $500 and inside the 
void window were 30% of the data set, with those under 
$500 and outside the void window accounting for 2% of all 
alerts.  

The average net identified savings (defined as savings 
available less airline change fees and associated travel 
management company change fees) was $306 per ticket 
for those over $500. 

For tickets under $500, the average net identified savings 
was $58 per ticket. Again, a common assumption is that 
corporations with a lower average ticket price for air travel 
will not see savings opportunities. The findings are counter 
to that, as $58 in savings represents at least 11.6% of the 
original ticket price.  
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Price Volatility Index by Origin City 

 
Figure 8 

 

Of significant interest to business travelers is which origin cities have the greatest pricing volatility. The research 
evaluated all departure locations for the corporations in the study, and focused on the 15 origin cities most 
frequently represented. The analysis here serves as an index, as shown in Figure 8. Based on the origin city’s 
proportion of itineraries in the data set, the cities near the 0% index line (Portland and Washington/Dulles) 
represent those with a proportionate (i.e., neutral) level of alerts. Cities positioned above the index line (San 
Francisco, New York/JFK, Denver, Los Angeles, Boston and Dallas/Fort Worth) have the greatest proportion of 
price volatility. The cities below the line (New York/La Guardia, Houston, Minneapolis–St. Paul, Chicago O’Hare, 
Seattle-Tacoma, Atlanta and Newark) have the lowest proportion of price volatility.  
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Price Volatility Index by Airline 

 

         Figure 9 

The research revealed that carriers are not equal in their contribution to pricing volatility. While the price-drop 
data included all airlines used by the 34 corporations in the study, the major airlines most frequently 
represented have been isolated, as shown in Figure 9. The analysis here serves as an index. Based on the 
airline’s proportion of itineraries in the data set, the airlines near the 0% index line (Air Canada, United Airlines, 
Delta and JetBlue) represent those with a proportionate (i.e., neutral) level of alerts. Airlines positioned above 
the index line (British Airways, Lufthansa, Air France and American Airlines) have the greatest proportion of 
price volatility. The airlines below the line (Alaska and US Airways) have the lowest proportion of price volatility.    

 

About Yapta 

Yapta is a pioneer in airfare price assurance services for travelers and is the developer of FareIQ, the corporate 
travel industry’s only independent airfare price-tracking solution. Launched in 2007 as the travel industry’s first 
airfare price-tracking and refund-alert service, Yapta quickly gained more than 1 million registered members and 
delivered more than $450 million in airfare savings alerts to consumers. Today, Yapta’s technology is helping 
companies with heavy travel volumes reduce their spend and extend their T&E budget by constantly tracking 
booked airfares and flagging lower rates when they become available. For more information about Yapta, visit 
www.yapta.com. To learn more about FareIQ, visit fareiq.yapta.com.  


